Monday, 28th February 2022

Metal Matters
Your Weekly Update on the Global Metal Markets
Week In Review

Aluminium and Nickel led base metals lower on
Friday as sanctions against Russia proved less
severe than feared. However, risks to energy
supply remain high, with electricity prices at
elevated levels. There are also worries that
sanctions on Russian banks could impact physical
commodity markets, with Russian being the third
largest producers of Aluminium and Nickel.

As we all are aware, Russian President Vladimir
Putin announced a Russian military operation in
Ukraine, which threw markets into turmoil early
Thursday. The Dow Jones sank nearly 700 points
in early trading. The Moscow Exchange (MOEX)
plunged as much as 52%, wiping out a shocking
$259 billion – the biggest drop since records
began. However, the European, Asian, and US
markets rebounded slightly on Friday, with the
NASDAQ rallying over 1,000 points and the Euro
Stoxx 50 gaining almost 200.

Palladium prices rallied 8% last week, again on
the back of Russian tensions. Russia is the
number one supplier of Palladium, with one
mining company alone supplying 45.6% of global
Palladium supply. It was trading above
$2,680/oz, the highest level since August last
year. However, after global equities rebounded
on Friday it sank to $2,361/oz, gaining 1% for the
week.

Ukrainian President Zelensky vowed that his
people would fight, with former heavyweight
champions Wladimir and Vitali Klitschko (now
the Mayor of Ukraine) signing up to defend their
country. Zelensky also prohibited males aged 1860 from leaving the country. US stock-index
futures tumbled again, however, late Sunday
after Putin raised Russia’s nuclear alert level
following broad new sanctions from the West,
with the EU prohibiting any Russian flights in
their air space and freezing his, and his Minister
of Foreign affairs, Lavrov, assets.

The Week Ahead

The weeks economic data kicks off with a
speech from ECB President Lagarde, with
focus on whether the Central Bank will raise
record-low interest rates after vowing to
decrease bond purchases due to inflationary
pressures. On Tuesday, the US will release
data on its manufacturing PMI, a proxy for
growth in the factory industry. It fell for a
second straight month in January, but
consensus estimate that it will rise this time
around. On Wednesday, CPI data for the Euro
Area will be released, with figures rising 0.37
in January, reflecting the overall global
inflationary environment that the US and the
UK have been experiencing. On Thursday,
the Euro Area will also be releasing
unemployment rate figures, with the US
doing the same on Friday.

In other news, President Biden kept his vow to
elect the first Black female to the US Supreme
Court, nominating Ketanji Brown Jackson for the
position.

Metals in the News
As geopolitical tensions escalated, Gold hit an
intraday high of $1,974/oz on Thursday, the
highest in 9 months. While losing much of those
gains after global equities rebounded, it is still
5% higher month-to-date, trading around
$1,895/oz currently. History has shown that Gold
benefits from tail events linked to geopolitics,
and, despite volatility, tended to keep those
gains in the month following the event.
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Graph of the Week – President Biden’s Approval Rating
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Disclaimer
(For professional clients and eligible counterparties only)
NTree International Limited (“NTree”) is an appointed representative of Messels Ltd. which is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This document does not constitute an offer to buy or
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities in any company.
This document is not intended for distribution to any other country where such distribution or use would
be contrary to local law or regulation. Specifically, this document is not intended for general distribution
in the United States or Canada. Investing in financial markets involves a substantial degree of risk. Nothing
described herein is intended to imply that an investment is “safe”, “conservative”, “risk free” or “risk
averse”.
This document does not consider the specific investment objective, financial situation or particular needs
of any potential investor and is intended only for those investors who are capable of understanding the
risk of loss of all or a substantial part of their monies. Potential investors in the UK are reminded that they
will not benefit from the UK investors compensation scheme.
Nothing contained herein constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is to be relied upon in
making an investment or other decision. No recommendation is made positive or otherwise, regarding
individual securities or investments mentioned herein. Any summary list of risk factors does not purport
to be a complete enumeration or explanation of the risks involved in an investment in short and leveraged
products. Prospective clients must consult with their own legal, tax and financial advisers before deciding
to invest.
This document contains the opinions of the author and such opinions are subject to change without notice.
The source of data is NTree unless otherwise stated. No guarantee is made to the accuracy of the
information provided which has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable. This document and
the information contained herein is intended only for the use of persons (or entities they represent) to
whom it has been provided.
NTree is the distribution partner for the GPF range of physically backed metal Exchange Traded
Commodities (“ETC” or “ETC Securities”).
Risk Factors
Investment in the ETC Securities will involve a significant degree of risk. Investors may lose the value of
their entire investment or part of it. Each prospective purchaser of, or investor in, ETC Securities should
be familiar with instruments having characteristics similar to the ETC Securities and should fully
understand the terms of the ETC Securities and the nature and extent of its exposure to risk of loss.
Performance and capital loss: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The value of
an investment may go down as well as up and can result in losses, up to and including a total loss of the
amount initially invested.
Generic risks: Investments in ETCs involve numerous risks including, but not limited to, metal market risks,
foreign exchange risks, interest rate risks, and liquidity risks.
Potential investors should refer to the section entitled “Risk Factors” in the Prospectus relating to the GPF
Physical Metal ETC Securities Programme for further details of these and other risks associated with an
investment in GPF ETCs and consult their financial advisers as needed.
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